Grooming
Dress & Grooming Code
FHRAI Institute of Hospitality Management has formulated a Dress and Grooming code for
all students with inputs from hoteliers and faculty so as to maintain a disciplined environment
and professional interface with the industry. It is mandatory for all students to wear the
prescribed uniform in their respective practical and theory classes. For the remaining time in
the Institute all students are advised to strictly follow dress code and grooming standards
mentioned below:
For Boys:
 General Uniform for boys are Black Trousers, White Shirt Full Sleeves and Uniform
Tie. No other dress will be allowed. Entering Institute with Jeans & T shirts is not
allowed even if there is no class.
 Winter uniform that will be intimidated by the Institute should be used during the winter
season.
 The shirt should be tucked in. The sleeves of shirt should never be rolled up.
 Well-polished Formal shoes Oxford black and black socks.
 No visible painting and tattoos.
 No Ornaments eg. Ear rings, bangles except for religious purpose are allowed in the
Institute.
 Any kind of hair colour is strictly prohibited.
 Hair should be neatly cropped. No fancy hairstyles permitted.
 Should be clean shaven.
 Nails should be clipped.
 Wearing of Name plate is mandatory for all students during college hours.
For Girls:
 General Uniform for Girls are Black Trousers, White Shirt Full Sleeves and Black
Scarf. No other dress will be allowed. Entering Institute with Jeans & T shirts is not
allowed even if there is no class.
 Winter uniform that will be intimidated by the Institute should be used during the
winter season.
 The shirt should be tucked in. The sleeves of shirt should never be rolled up.
 Formal Oxford black shoes with ankle high socks for Food production and Ballerina
shoes and black ankle high socks for rest of the classes.
 No visible painting including mehendi and tattoos.
 Only one set of ear piercings (studs) allowed.
 Formal jewellery (watch/bracelet/ring) can be worn, except for food production
practical classes.
 Any kind of hair color is strictly prohibited. Hair should be tied in a bun with black
hairnet and black hairclips during college hours.
 Nails should be clipped.
 Wearing of Name plate is mandatory for all students during college hours.

Observing the dress/grooming code is mandatory for all students even during their visit to
Institute on vacation/IT for any official work, failing which strict disciplinary steps would be
initiated. For any clarification on the above points, students can meet the Proctors, Faculty or
Director FHRAI -IHM.

